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ABSTRACT

Despite years of HCI research on digital technology in museums, it is still unclear how different interactions impact on visitors’. A comparative evaluation of smart replicas, phone app and smart cards looked at the personal preferences, behavioural change, and the appeal of mobiles in museums. 76 participants used all three interaction modes and gave their opinions in a questionnaire; participants interaction was also observed. The results show the phone is the most disliked interaction mode while tangible interaction (smart card and replica combined) is the most liked. Preference for the phone favour mobility to the detriment of engagement with the exhibition. Different behaviours when interacting with the phone or the tangibles where observed. The personal visiting style appeared to be only marginally affected by the device. Visitors also expect museums to provide the phones against the current trend of developing apps in a “bring your own device” approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Much work has been done in HCI on ways in which digital technology could be used in museums, exhibitions and heritage sites to engage visitors. The range of research is broad: apps to deliver information, to deliver music or to play games (e.g. [4][8][11][14]); interactive and embodied experiences (e.g. [7] [36]); and bespoke tangible installations (e.g. [32] [3]). Although applied to the same context, the purpose of these works is very different and so is the response of visitors. These studies combine some form of content delivery (soundscape vs. plain information) with a digital device (bespoke vs. off-the-shelf). The intertwined design makes it difficult to decouple the effect of the content from that of the technology and it is therefore difficult to draw lessons from across the spectrum of studies in the literature.

To shed some light on the effect different technological means have on visitors, a comparative evaluation of a phone app vs. a tangible way to control and activate multimedia content in an exhibition was set up. While the content stayed the same, the way in which the content was triggered and delivered changed. We compared an app on a mobile phone against smart cards and smart replicas. The cards and the replicas activate the content in the same way, via tangible manipulation, which is different from finger interaction on the phone (different functionality). The difference between cards and replicas is purely aesthetic: the cards have the sole purpose of activating the content, while the replicas add an aesthetic value to the same NFC mechanisms as the cards. This experiment then allowed us to unpack and better understand the role of both function and aesthetics. In particular, we aimed to answer questions such as: does the means of activating and delivering content impact on the visiting experience? If so, in what way? Are there differences between visitors? What are their expectations? What lessons can be learnt for the design of technology for museum and exhibition? Does aesthetics play a role or is functionality dominating?

A comparative within-subject study was set up and data collected from 76 participants. The context was an exhibition in which smart replicas were used to control the delivery of multimedia content [20]. Participants were observed during the use of the three different modes, i.e. the phone, the card and the replica, and questioned about their like and dislike. In addition, expectations or reservations when a museum offers an app were also investigated.

The paper is organised as follows. Technology to support museum visitors is reviewed firstly, followed by a description of the exhibition. Then the comparative evaluation is discussed with regard to its setting, data collection and analysis. A thorough discussion of the implication for the design of interactive technology for museums concludes the paper.

RELATED WORK

Digital technology has been used in museums since the early 90s [29]. Indeed museums have been considered an ideal place to experiment with the newest technology (e.g. multi-touch tabletops [15]), sometimes trying devices that later failed in the market, e.g. Apple MessagePad [21] or Google Glass [1] [31]. Given this wide range, we limit our
review to work relevant for comparing mobile applications and tangible interaction in museums looking at both academic research and museum practice. Therefore, research on the use of mobiles outdoors (e.g. memories in a folk park [4], artist’s talk [10] and music [14] in a sculpture park, seasonal content on an island [19]) or indoor navigation (e.g. responsive display of floor maps [35]) and social media (e.g. Instagram to record the visit [38] or other sharing platforms [8] [12]) is not reviewed as not relevant in the context of this paper of indoor content delivery.

**Apps for Information, Play, Feelings and More**

From the early experiments of the 90s on delivering content adapted to the specific visiting context [21], the use of mobile technology in museums has become, in the late 00s, more common [8] and it is now expected [21]. Today museum apps deliver multiple layers of multimedia content to visitors who can dig into specific artworks, offer games to amuse both children and adult, use augmented reality to provide content in context, and offer a range of additional information services such as visiting planners and interactive maps [8].

While mobile devices made available by the museum are still common, there is an ongoing shift toward developing apps and take advantage of a Bring Your Own Device approach (BYOD) by which visitors use their own smart devices to access services provided by the museum. Started as an art project that produced podcast to download before the visit and then fostered by the advent of the iPhone and the App Store [28], BYOD in museums offers opportunities and poses challenges. From the museum perspective, BYOD decreases the costs related to buying/renting and managing devices (e.g. audio guides) although other onsite services should be offered such as free WiFi and good coverage of the exhibition space, charging points, and headphones for sale. From a visitors perspective BYOD offers familiarity of use and hygiene [18].

The development of apps for smartphones is also seen as a way to reach a younger audience that does not use audio guides and does not take tours, although what could appeal to them is an open question [18]. A BYOD approach can also build upon more mature visitors (that form the largest sector) the use of mobiles outdoors (e.g. memories in a folk park, seasonal content on an island [19]) or indoor navigation (e.g. responsive display of floor maps [35]) and social media (e.g. Instagram to record the visit [38] or other sharing platforms [8] [12]) is not reviewed as not relevant in the context of this paper of indoor content delivery.

Finally, while the development of apps is well underway, how to evaluate the impact of digital technology in museums is still considered a difficult challenge [21]. There are well-established ways to measure if an exhibition reaches its aims, but there are currently no metrics or processes to evaluate the impact of technology in museums, if it reaches its aim and how it fits with the overall museum mission [21].

In summary, a few topics relevant for this research emerge. Museums have now embraced the use of mobiles, are aware of the services that they need to provide, but are less certain on the type of apps to offer besides practical information. There is the assumption young people can be better reached via their own mobile, although there is no evidence this is preferred over other means or that the older generation prefers more traditional guided tours. The evaluation of how technology relates to the exhibition is still an open issue (does it enhance the experience as many expect [18] or does it hinder it as some research seems to show [34] [27]?)

**Tangible Interactions in Museums: Early Explorations**

Networked objects and the Internet of Things are seen by museums professionals as long term [21] and tangible interaction has been tested in museums only as part of research projects. Previous work on tangible in museums has taken different forms and explored different settings. In Kurio, tangibles were a component of a more articulated interactive experience designed to support a playful social interaction within family groups: tangibles to listen, point, and read are used together with mobiles and a table top to accomplish three missions [37]. Tangibles have also been used to materialise experiences and enable interaction with soundscapes. The ec(h)o cube was used to select topics of audio presentations delivered via headphones [36] in a 3D adaptive soundscape, while replicas of historical cups told their stories when handled [7]. The cups were replicas of original exhibits in the museum; they were placed in a soundscape room that reacted to the visitor’s movements and actions delivering, via headphones, ambient sound if the visitor was owing or stories if the visitor was handling the cups. The story heard and their historical sources were then accessible online to extend the experience [7]. The physical connection between the handling of the cup and the content was a missing element in ec(h)o that favoured abstraction: the plain cube had no recognizable connection with the natural science museum it was used in or with the topic it selected leaving at times the visitor confused about why content was relevant for that exhibit [36].

Tangibles have been used also as interactive installations – bespoke pieces to be experienced as part of a traditional exhibition. The Magic Cauldron is one of the three interactive pieces for a touring exhibition on magic designed to engage children in casting spells while throwing objects...
into the interactive cauldron that reacted with different sounds (e.g. burps) and lights depending on the object thrown in [32]. Spells on display, e.g. from Shakespeare’s Macbeth, inspired children to invent their own and engaged them at length. Another example of tangible interactive installation is a pair of small scale replicas of the statue of Augustus and the Ara Pacis in Rome augmented with mini buttons that, when pressed, triggered multimedia content on a display positioned nearby [3]. Although no formal evaluation has been carried out, the authors claim the augmented replicas increase engagement because of both the tactile interaction and the personal choice.

In summary, tangible interactions in museums seems to be highly evocative and able to engage visitors in a deeper and more intense way. However the physical element is not enough and a direct connection between what the visitor touches and the context is important. Previous research shows that it can be implemented as a single interactive piece or in a more pervasive way with equal success.

EXHIBITION DESIGN AND DIGITAL INTERVENTION

Digital Technology to Create Meaningful Experiences

This research is part of a larger project that investigated the effect of tangible interaction in museums and heritage sites. meSch [22] aimed at bridging the gap between physical and digital cultural assets by means of bespoke interventions to engage visitors at a deeper level. Through participatory activities [4, 23], meSch gained a thorough understanding of the challenges cultural heritage face in presenting their collection to a contemporary audience. Questions of how to engage the audience and create personal connections, how to provoke reflection rather than teaching facts, and how to convey multiple aspects of a complex story emerged as key design challenges when setting up an exhibition.

In exhibition design, digital technology is now seen as a “must have”. However, it is often an “add on” (e.g. more information or a different experience) rather than an integrated element of a complex and multi-channel communication between the cultural institution and the public. In our research, we use co-design and co-creation with curators to design interactive installations that are fully integrated with the exhibition [23]. This approach generated crafted bespoke interactive experiences that fit the curatorial intent and the exhibition design. Via tangible interaction we created installations that are sympathetic with the ethos of the exhibition and engaging for visitors on both a physical and cognitive level. This same holistic approach was used in the design of the Atlantic Wall exhibition which is the context of this comparative study.

The Exhibition

“The Hague and the Atlantic Wall: War in the City of peace” was a temporary exhibition at MUSEON in The Hague (The Netherlands) that attracted about 40,000 visitors. The intent of the curatorial team was for an exhibition that explored the impact of the Atlantic Wall structure on the city of The Hague and the people living there, and what it meant for the identity of the city after the war. The Atlantic Wall was a defensive system built by the Nazi in WWII along the north coast of continental Europe to defend it against possible attacks by the Allies. During the German occupation, a third of the city of The Hague was demolished to make space for the Wall and the Nazi headquarters. People were evacuated and displaced, their houses demolished; deep trenches, walls and checkpoints were built. After the war the defensive structure was dismantled and the Peace Quarter that hosts a number of UN institutions as well as the International Court of Justice was built in its place.

A three-parties design process took place: the curatorial team provided the vision, the objects and the interpretation; an exhibition design firm looked after the overall layout, the information panels and the displays; the research team designed and built the interactive experience. The exhibition concept was implemented as an open plan with eleven distinct areas mapping the different quarters of the city affected by the Wall. Like on a city map, white lines on the floor symbolised the streets connecting stations/quarters (Fig. 1); each station focussed on a topic related to the quarter, i.e. how the beach became a mined field, why the Peace Quarter was built there. Objects on display, labels and panels provided specific content while an 8-min introductory film gave an overview; a few multimedia stations offered a quiz game and videos-on-demand. Finally, a wall-size carousel of historical photos provided the background and atmosphere for the exhibition.

Figure 1. The Atlantikwall exhibition (see videofigure).
complement the more curatorial tone of the exhibition, the interactive offered the personal perspectives of those involved: how the German soldiers believed they were defending the Dutch population from the Allies; how the civilians were displaced, resisted and resented the occupation; and how the civil servants dealt with doing the bid of the German occupiers against their fellow citizens.

While the physical exhibition recounted the historical facts, digital technology offered multiple personal points of view as themes running across the whole exhibition. At each station / city-quarter, visitors could listen to one or all of the three perspectives presented as personal stories (e.g. excerpts from diaries), newspaper and radio material (e.g. German propaganda), satirical songs or video archival material. Each point of view was represented by a replica of an object used in everyday life in WWII (Fig. 2). The crafted replicas were augmented with an NFC tags. Two sets of smart replicas were made, three for the Dutch language and three for the English language. The manufacturing quality was very high, to the point of recreating a Nazi stamp to validate the passes: the intent was that of increasing the aesthetic value of the replicas.

At the entrance, visitors choose a replica to be used during the visit thus determining their preferred language and the perspective they want to follow. When at a station, visitors place the replica on a glowing spot (that covers an NFC reader) to play the multimedia for that station in the language and from the perspective represented by the replica. Sound played in the earpiece and a carousel of historical photos or videos was projected on the glass of the case (Fig. 3). The system logged the visitor interactions to print a personalised postcard and to generate a personalised website for online exploration and visitors’ contribution of personal memories. The postcard and the online personalised experience are not discussed here as they are not part of the comparative study, interested readers could refer to [25].

**COMPARATIVE STUDY**

**Evaluation Aims**

The comparative study that forms the major contribution of this paper was designed to better understand the impact of different interaction modes on the visit. We aimed to ascertain both the visitors’ preference for a specific mode as well as to determine if and how they change visitors’ behaviour. Finally we aimed to find out if visitors are ready for the BYOD approach favoured by museums or if the use of mobiles in museums comes with the expectation for devices to be provided. For each of the three research topics, we collected specific data via questionnaires and observations as described below.

**Interaction Modes: Smart Replica, Phone and Smart Card**

The smart replicas were the way visitors interacted within the exhibition. To assess the impact of different interaction modes on the visit, a mobile app was developed. Museum apps with high user reviews and similar content delivery were inspected and used as guidelines. In particular, in order to replicate with the mobile phone the same freedom allowed by the interaction with the replica, we only considered apps that allowed visitors to create their own tour, as opposed to following tours proposed in the app.

The app was designed to be as close as possible to the physical exhibition layout (i.e. reusing the same graphics to maintain a visual consistence) and interaction (i.e. following the same selection steps as one would do with the replicas) (Fig. 4). The app first shows the exhibition poster then asks the visitor to select the language and, in the following screen, the perspective. The app then shows the list of the 11 city quarters that compose the exhibition (Fig. 1) as a list of blue signposts. When a destination is selected from the list, then the audio-visual content plays automatically. The very simple layout shows the key...
information for the content being played, the perspective chosen and the current station. ‘Back’ takes the visitor to the list of destinations for another selection. The app was developed for Android and Alcatel phones were used.

Figure 4. The app screens: start, perspectives, list of places, and play (the language selection step is not shown).

The replicas and the app capture two very different interaction modes: tangible interaction to trigger content in situ vs. mobile interaction to deliver content on device. A third mode was introduced in the experimental design to distinguish a further factor within the tangible interaction, specifically to find out if the aesthetic of the replicas played a role or if instead the functional aspect (to have an object in one's hand that starts the audio-visual material) was the reason for preference or dislike. To test the aesthetic value of the replica we prepared a set of NFC smart cards that worked exactly as the replicas, but lacked the craft and beauty of the objects (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. The smart replicas for the Dutch language (the beer mug for the soldier, the pass for the civil servant, the surrogate-tea bag for the civilian), and the smart cards.

The experimental design then compared three modes: the phone, the replica, and the card. We asked participants to score each mode against the same set of questions based on the dimensions of tangible interaction [26] plus questions on “usefulness” and “ease of use”. The questions captured tangible aspects that are not in standard questionnaires for graphical interfaces but that could apply to the phone mode such as “comfortable” (as one has to carry the phone and wear the headphones), or “special” (as the app delivering multimedia is different from the normal use of the phone). The same questionnaire was used across the modes to enable the comparison of the data collected. We also invited a direct comparison by asking which mode was the most preferred and why and which the least preferred and why.

Visiting Behaviour
The limited research looking into mobile technology in museums suggests that such devices affect visitors’ behaviour, e.g. visitors look at the device and do not get close or observe the objects on display [34] [27]. However, evidence collected so far has not been systematic, that is to say the behaviour of using a mobile platform has not been compared against other interaction modes. To shed some further light on how the use of the phone affects the visit, each participant was observed while using each of the interaction modes. The comparative evaluation enabled us to see if a shift of behaviour occurred within the same person. This therefore allowed us to determine with some accuracy if the choice of whether or not to approach the objects on display is induced by the device, or if instead it is a personal preference. In the experiment, a researcher observed each of the participants (Fig. 6) and noted if the visitors looked at the objects on display, if they watched the content (whether on the phone or on the display case), if they looked at nearby information or at the exhibition in general. They also observed if the visitor sat down, stood up, moved around the cases or walked the exhibition.

Acceptability of Mobile Phones in Museum
For museums and exhibitions to provide apps instead of other in-situ technology seems advantageous: as most visitors own a smartphone they can use their own device to access content provided by the museum thus reducing the costs of personnel (no one to hand-out/collect devices) and device maintenance (cleaning and charging, repair and upgrade). There is some understanding among professionals on what a BYOD policy means to museums [28] and visitors [18]. As part of the study we questioned participants on their attitude and expectations when visitors’ mobile phones were used by museums to deliver content. Paired with the result of the study on tangible, this set of questions gives us a broader picture of acceptability beyond BYOD.

Experimental setup and procedure
The comparative evaluation was set up as a within-subjects controlled experiment. Each participant experienced all

Figure 6. Observation: the phone grabs attention and the visitor ignores the objects in the case at his right.
three interaction modes: the phone, the replicas, and the cards. To avoid any possible bias, a Latin-Square was used to counterbalance the interaction modes and the stations, i.e. all participants used all three modes, listened to all three perspectives at nine stations but in different combinations and orders. Participants were recruited by the museum via their mailing lists and were given a €20 museum shop voucher as a thank you for taking part. At arrival participants were welcomed by a researcher who explained the experiment, asked consent and showed a short video on how to use each of the three interaction modes. The evaluation was individual. The researcher assigned one of the three modes (phone, replica or card) while the participant chose the perspective. The researcher then showed the participant to the first of the three stations (as determined by the Latin-square) and retreated to observe. Notes were taken on where the participant stayed with respect to the display, where they looked and how they moved (Fig. 6). When the sequence of three stations was done, the researcher collected the phone / card / replica and asked the participants to fill in the 7-points likert-scale questionnaire before moving onto the next interaction mode using the next perspective to visit the next three stations.

When all three modes had been used, participants filled the comparative session of the questionnaire choosing the most and least preferred interaction mode and explaining why. The final 5 questions focussed on the use of phones for content delivery in museums.

No time limit was given and participants were instructed to use the interactive mode as part of a normal visit: they were free to sit down or stand up, move, look at the exhibits, read the labels and panels. The observed visitors’ behaviour was recorded in the researchers’ notes. Multiple data sources were collected including: quantitative data (likert-scales), qualitative data (open questions on like-dislike), multiple choice (mobile in museums), and researchers’ notes. Statistics were applied to the likert-scale, thematic analysis [2] was used to classify the motivations of like / dislike. Direct observations were coded and used to complement, compare, contrast or confirm other findings.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Overall 76 participants took part in the experiment; 62% female and 38% male. The age range was very wide, spanning from teenagers (5 participants) to octogenarians (3 participants).

The experiment was carried out during the museum opening hours, therefore the participants were in a naturalistic situation and had to negotiate their movements with other visitors; however only rarely did participants have to wait for a station to be free. During the days the experiment was carried out a few school classes visited increasing the background noise and the chances for another visitor to be at a desired station. Class visits were noted and taken into account in the analysis, if relevant, e.g. when a participant preferred the phone because of the surrounding noise.

The vast majority of participants went through the experiment with only limited pauses for reading labels and panels, completing the visit in about 30-40 minutes; some read the panels extensively and looked at the exhibits in a longer visit of about 1 hour. A visit of 30-40 minutes is consistent with the museum’s own assessment of the exhibition that recorded a similar average visiting time.

Preferred Interaction Mode

We first look at the most and least preferred interaction modes and the difference between tangible vs. mobile interaction. The most notable result is that the Phone1 was the most disliked interaction mode by far (56%) followed by the Card (28%) (Fig.7, right). The most liked mode appears, marginally, to be the Phone (40%). That said, 8% of participants did not pick just one mode but instead choose both Replica and Card as most liked. Therefore, if these participants are added to the 37% that preferred the Replica, then the Replica becomes the most preferred interaction mode with 45% (Fig. 7, left). Quite surprisingly 15% of participants preferred the Card, showing they favour functionality. If this result is added to the 8% who feel Replica and Card to be the same, a group of people that are indifferent to the aesthetic of the replica seem to emerge (23%). If the preferences are split by functionality only, Tangible vs. Phone, then the result is a clear preference for tangible (60%) over mobile (40%).

![Figure 7. Percentages of most / least liked interaction mode.](Image 325x353 to 437x420)

Given the large age difference across the sample, preferences were tested against the participant’s age so as to ascertain if any age group had a dominant preference, thus testing the hypothesis:

Are younger more likely to prefer the phone than elderly?

To maintain a good granularity of the independent variable (age group) and to conform to the Chi-square minimum expected cell frequency constraint (expected frequency above 5), the dependent variable (interaction mode) had to be limited to two categories while age groups had to be split as follows: under 40 (19 participants, 25%); 40-50 (21, 28%); 50-70 (22, 29%), over 70 (14, 18%). The Chi-square test was applied to the categories, Phone vs. Tangible, over 4 different age groups (4x2 table). The results for most liked mode ($\chi^2(3) = 4.25, p = .235$) as well as least liked mode ($\chi^2(3) = 4.10, p = .250$) show that preference and dislike for a specific mode does not depend on the age of

1 When capitalised Phone, Replica, Card and Tangible refer to experimental variables on items of data analysis. When lowercase they should be intended as generic terms.
the participant. Therefore, we can conclude that opinions are consistent across different age groups. In other words, preference or dislike for the Phone does not depend on the age group.

A thematic analysis of the motivations given for preferring or disliking an interaction mode where analysed. Those who preferred the phone said that: (i) it allows free movement while listening, (ii) the headphone cancels the background noise (vs. the earpiece for replicas and cards covers one ear only), and (iii) there was no need to wait / queue for an interactive station. Motivations for disliking the Phone were: (i) it isolates the visitor and (ii) distracts from the exhibition. Observations showed that the 6 participants who visited at the same time as a school class all preferred the Phone; classes were noisy and competed for the same stations. However, all the 6 participants displayed a Fish attitude (explained below) even when interacting with the Tangible, that is to say they did not show a deep engagement with the content and the objects. Therefore their preference for the Phone can be explained by their personal visiting style.

The motivations for preferring the Replica were: (i) simple, easy to use, (ii) playful, and (iii) physically engaging. That 15% of the participants liked the Card best of all was an unexpected result. Motivations were: (i) it is practical (it fits in the pocket) and (ii) it says which perspective it holds. This is in contrast to the replica that had no indication of the perspective being played (while it is shown on the Phone, Fig. 4). The experimental setting could be the cause: participants were asked to pick a different perspective for each mode; this frequent swap may have created confusion on which perspective they were following at each point in time. The naturalistic evaluation of the exhibition showed visitors picked the replica based on their personal interest [20], leaving no doubt on what they were listening to. Therefore the preference for the Card should be taken with caution: if the Replica had displayed the perspective, results might have been different.

The motivation given for disliking the Replica was mainly that it tied the visitor to the earpiece while the Card was judged to be “boring”.

**Participants’ Perception of Different Modes**

After each mode was used, participants filled in eight 7-points Likert-scale questions to ascertain their impressions. The questions combined six of those proposed by [26] for the evaluation of tangible interaction (namely: pleasant, special, playful, surprising, relaxing and comfortable) and two addressing usefulness and ease of use. The data from the 7-points Likert-scale was aggregated to represent negative (1-3), neutral (4) and positive (5-7) opinions. Figure 8 shows the aggregated values for each dimension for each mode. The Replica consistently scored higher than the Phone across all of the dimensions, while the Card scored higher than the Replica for Comfortable and Ease of Use. Although it scored very high (66%), the Phone was not as usable as the Card or the Replica. Observation showed some people had difficulties in understanding how to operate the smartphone, possibly because they do not own one (see below); others were observed sliding instead of tapping showing possible differences in gesture recognition between iPhone and Android. We also observed participants rotating the phone horizontally to enlarge the size of the historical photo slide show, all in black and white; however, even in its larger version, the video on the phone screen was about a quarter of the case projection.

**Do Different Modes Affect Visiting Behaviour?**

To discover if the mode of interaction affects visitors’ behaviour, researchers took notes if the behaviour was consistent across the three cases for the same interaction mode. The observer’s note pack distinguished two dimensions, focus of attention and body posture, as follows:

- **focus of attention** pertained (1) what the participant looked at while listening to the story (at the phone/projection; objects on display; information nearby; exhibition as a whole/looking far); (2) if they concentrated on one or two elements (e.g. screen / projection and objects) or if they shifted their attention much (from screen/projection to objects to information panels to glancing around the exhibition); and (3) how often (constantly looking at the screen/projection vs. frequently shifting attention);

- **body posture** encompassed (1) how the visitor positioned themselves with respect to the exhibit case (sitting/standing close by; standing away) or the phone (just holding it vs. looking at it); (2) if they moved (still/minimal movement; clear change of position/walk), and (3) how often they moved.

![Figure 8. How the modes were perceived (in percentages).](image-url)
Two types of behaviour were observed that map Veron and Lavasseur’s categories of Fish and Ant [33]. In an ethnographic study, they observed that visitors display four different behaviours: the Ant follows a linear path, gets close to the exhibits and spend time observing them; the Fish moves most of the time around the centre of the room and very rarely approaches an exhibit to observe details; the Butterfly does not follow a path but stops frequently although not for a long time; and the Grasshopper displays very specific interests for some exhibits spending a lot of time there while ignoring the rest.

Given the setup of the experiment that requested participants to stop at all the stations, we could not observe Butterfly or Grasshopper behaviours although some participants interrupted earlier the listening in some stations indicating aspects of strong personal interest. An extended quantitative study of visitors’ behaviour [39] confirmed this classification and showed that a Grasshopper is closer to an Ant than a Fish and a Butterfly’s behaviour is closer to a Fish than an Ant. Therefore, a classification based on the two categories Ant and Fish captures the two distinct behaviours that we could observe in the study when participants had to visit the whole exhibition. We can broadly describe those two behaviours as gaining an overview of the exhibition (a Fish) vs. a deep engagement with the content (an Ant).

The classification into Ant or Fish was determined by the attitude demonstrated in focus and posture: participants who only looked at the screen/projection and objects, stayed close to the case, and barely moved were classified as Ant while those who looked around, stayed away and moved much more where classified as Fish. For the few cases that displayed a combination of the two we looked at frequency of behaviour, i.e. rare shift of attention or movement where classified as Ant while an initial focus followed by a sequence of shifts was classified as Fish. This classification was done for each participant and for each mode, therefore we could identify those who displayed a different behaviour depending on the interaction mode.

A Fish showed well when using the Phone as they walked around, look around and not really focusing on anything in particular. With Tangible, Fish tended to stand and look around, walk around the case as much as the earpiece cord allowed them to, they did not observe anything for long and they only glanced at additional material on display. An Ant instead stayed still (standing or sitting), kept focus and concentration on the case and its objects, watched the video on the phone screen or case projection, often read the labels and panels before or after the multimedia content was played. To find out if visiting behaviour was influenced by the interaction mode, observed behaviours were further classified respect to a clear change of attitude vs. preferred mode (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>No Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Behaviour displayed by participants classified respect to observed behavioural change (columns) and preferred interaction mode (rows).

Table 1 shows that most participants (60) did not change their behaviour when changing interaction mode: they showed a personal visiting style that was not affected by Phone or Tangible. The number of participants that displayed an Ant (31) or Fish (29) attitude is close. As it could be expected, Fish prefers the Phone while Ant prefers the Tangible. Indeed, by constraining movements the Tangible interaction, as implemented here, invites to pause and pay attention, a typical trait of the Ant. This does not mean the Fish were not interested, more that their attitude to wonder would make them more likely to miss references to the objects on display while Ant would be quick to respond and look at the object or the screen / projection thus displaying a higher engagement with the overall exhibition design.

The participants (16) who displayed a different behaviour depending on the interaction mode showed a Fish attitude with the Phone and an Ant attitude with the Tangible. Of these, 6 preferred the Phone possibly indicating frustration when constrained by the limited mobility of the Tangible.

Overall, the behaviour observed in literature [34] [27] that mobiles absorb visitors’ attention seems due to personal attitude more than to the influence of the device itself. However, our observations also show that an interaction based on Tangible and designed around a focus, i.e. an exhibit, is more effective in engaging visitors’ attention. Indeed, participants interested in the content (Ant) stay fixed on the phone screen (Fig. 6), while they split their attention between image slide show and the objects on display when using Tangible. In other words, the content is better integrated in the context of the exhibition with Tangible than Phone and visitors respond and appreciate it.

**Implications of a “Bring Your Own Device” Approach**

A set of five final questions in the questionnaire was aimed at unpacking the use of mobile phones, and participants own personal smartphones being used as the device to deliver content provided by the museum through an app. This section questioned the use of phone if no alternative was on offer. The first question asked: “If the museum had replicas would be happy to use a mobile phone if it were the only option available.

The following questions were relevant only for those visitors happy to use a phone (N=56). The questions
“Would you expect the museum to provide the phone?” and “Would you be happy to download a free app on your phone?” aimed at ascertaining the attitude toward a BYOD approach. Half of the respondents (50%, N=56) would expect the museum to provide the phone and 66% (N=56) would be willing to download an app on their mobile.

To test the ground for BYOD we asked: “Have you downloaded museums app before?” Only a small percentage of our participants (20%, N=56) had actually gone through the process of downloading and using museum apps. When considered over the whole sample the number of visitors who downloaded an app reduces to 17% (N=76). These results suggest that providing an app does not guarantee visitors will use it and museums may need to hand-out devices if they want to reach out to a larger number of visitors. This may be only a phase as figures for the use of smart phones continue to increase [6].

The last question asked participants who did not want to download the app why this was the case. Six options with multiple choices were given, as shown in Table 2, four focussed on the phone itself and two on its use within the exhibition. The 36% of participants who does not own a smartphone should be taken with caution as statistics of smartphone use in The Netherlands show 87% penetration [6], so well above what we recorded. The high percentage of non-users in the study is partially explained by the two extreme of teenagers and elderly, two opposite groups who do not own a smartphone for very different reasons, i.e. high costs vs. limited needs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I don’t own a smartphone</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have to pay to download</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t know how</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t want extra apps on my phone</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I don’t want to spend time on my phone, I’m here to visit</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am visiting with others and the phone would get in the way</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Reply to “why you would not download an app?”

It is quite remarkable that the highest percentage of participants that prefer not to use mobile apps explain this is because the use of the phone gets in the way of the enjoyment of attending the exhibition (55%, N=31) or the visiting with others (29%, N=31). This echoes some of the reasons stated for disliking the phone: “With the headphones I feel closed off from the outside”, “It distracts me from the exhibition”, “with the phone I cannot see anything of the exhibition”, “It makes you look at the phone and you will miss the objects”, “the phone cuts you off from your environment”. This challenges the use of phones in museums altogether and invites to think of different ways in which technology can augment the visit.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The data we collected in this study allows us to go beyond the simple comparison of smartphone app against tangible interaction to activate multimedia content. We then split the discussion of the results in: (i) the impact of digital technology on visitors; (ii) the implications for museums; and (iii) the potential for interaction design for museum.

How do visitors respond to technology in museums?

The comparative evaluation showed visitors prefer tangible interaction to mobiles and this is consistent across different age groups. Therefore, the argument that the younger generation can be better reached via apps [18] is not confirmed in our study. Disliking the replica because “it makes me feel like a little girl playing with the dollhouse” is an example of strong opinions among the elderly and is inline with our major finding that preference is due to personal visiting style. In other words, the preference for an interaction mode over another (e.g. Phone vs. Tangible) is due to personal attitude toward the exhibition (and likely to visiting museums more in general) rather than to the influence of the interaction mode itself. This is a strong result that explains finding in the literature [27] not in terms of the effect of the device, but on personal attitude, when usability issues can be excluded [34]. Indeed our results extend to digital technology the findings in the museum studies literature that the motivation for the visit changes the visiting behaviour [9]. We also found that an interaction mode preferred by a specific visiting style can amplify its effect. More specifically, visitors who displayed a preference for the phone were very mobile and sought to gain an overview of the exhibition while those who were interested in the details preferred tangible interaction as it supported focus and reflection. This may suggest consideration should be given to offering different design concepts for different visiting styles.

An unexpected outcome of our study is the 23% of participants that prefer tangible interaction but that seem to be indifferent to aesthetic and the richer stimulation of the replicas. When added to the preference for the phone, it changes the balance and it might bring into question the value of highly polished and possibly expensive replicas.

What should a digital strategy for museums look like?

The possibilities offered by a Bring Your Own Device approach is very appealing for museums that are actively investigating what changes this could bring [21] [18] [28]. Our study offers elements of reflection on the bases of empirical data on what a BYOD could actually be. The expectation that BYOD will be widely adopted is questioned by our result showing preference for tangibles, if these are available, and a limited current adoption. There are museums for which BYOD is ideal, e.g. museums with a very high number of visitors for which crowd management is more urgent that visitors’ engagement, and many museums are already offering different apps, e.g. multiple tours. For the vast majority of museums, however, it is worth investigating other options than BYOD in light
of the fact that its effect may by much more limited than it is currently expected. The novelty of tangible interaction sets the experience in the museum apart from the everyday, whilst this does not occur with the use of ones own phone. Museums should think more of the “poetic” experience which a bespoke digital intervention can have on visitors rather than to the “utilitarian” goal of giving out content. This means to design digital interaction in synergy with the rest of the exhibition (as we did when tangible interaction was crafted with evocative content) and not as an add-on.

Museums are constantly surveying their visitors in order to better understand their audience and provide a better service [18]. However, surveys provide a limited understanding respect to hindsight gained by trying solutions on the exhibition floor. Our study shows that age is not relevant, device is not relevant, personal attitude is. Museums should embrace experimentation and take the partnership with HCI research as a means to better understand the role of technology in their own museum and use it to drive their digital strategy. This requires a shift in their role: from recipients of digital solutions and advance tester toward leading innovation and active participation in co-design and co-creation. It can be a radical change for a sector that traditionally does not go through design iterations nor evaluates the impact of an exhibition post-opening [30]. It can be the mission of interaction designers to change this culture and make museums less fascinated by the latest technology (e.g. [29] [1] [16] [31]) and more experimental in creating better visitors’ experiences.

**Designing holistic interactions for and with museums**

Our research has provided designers with evidence for pursuing different solutions respect to BYOD apps. We showed how tangible interaction engages visitors at a deeper level then phones, but we also showed how appreciation for a specific interaction mode is subjective and dependent on the individual visiting style. This opens up opportunities to design “suits” of digital interventions consistent across the exhibition but targeted to different visiting styles [33] [39] [9]. Our findings suggest a phone app is best for an overview while a tangible for deeper engagement. Other options could be explored, what we think is important is for designers to keep in mind that different visiting styles exist and affect visitors’ behaviour as well as visitors’ appreciation.

We showed that the co-design and co-creation process of the Atlantic Wall exhibition seamlessly integrated digital technology, via tangible interaction, with content and the rest of the exhibition (exhibition design). Our design pushed visitors to look more closely at objects and the video content complemented the story and the display, albeit the engagement effect was more prominent in those visitors with an attitude for details. Tangible interaction in museums is still in its infancy and more research is needed to understand how the different elements play together or affect each other. A relevant exploration in this direction is the prayer-nut tangible experience that combined the touch of a replica with multimedia, smell and action (blowing) [17]: a lab experiment showed some visitors were happy to explore while others were in need of more guidance (this could be an indication of a different visiting style). When taken out of the lab and placed in a real exhibition context, this very rich sensorial experience may be overwhelming and begs the question if there is a risk of overdesigning multisensory experiences when introducing additional elements. In our experiment we found that not everyone is sensitive to aesthetics suggesting that crafted replicas (or other tangibles) may not be worth the cost. However, this is a factor that can be considered in the design phase: our solution purposefully implemented replicas that the museum themselves could fabricate at a very limited cost making it affordable even if it is a marginal feature [23]. Indeed tangible may come with extra costs attached in the same way as phones are. For example, installations such as the Magic Cauldron needed a facilitator for the visitors to get the most out of the interaction as well as to continuously monitor if the technology was responsive and adjust it [32].

The holistic design was matched by a holistic evaluation that considered simultaneously all aspects of the interaction. The creation of an app for the purpose of the evaluation also shows the value of a comparative study in revealing important elements that would not be evident with ‘one-interaction’ evaluation. Overall the cost of implementing the app was limited as all the content and the graphics were already available and the interaction steps already defined by the exhibition design. The limited additional cost for creating an app could be welcome by the museums if the outcome is a wider offer for visitors. Moreover innovation could be tried out in a limited way opening up to more experimental solutions, e.g. an experimental setup [30]. One still untapped opportunity is to consider the multiple touch-points museums offer to visitors and to design for a transmedia visiting experiences that extend the onsite visit online [7][25]. Aspects of service design, exhibition design, interaction design, and web design need then to be considered simultaneously.

In conclusion, our study showed the limited effect of the interaction mode on the visiting behaviour and preferences. Instead it highlights the importance of the personal attitude and visiting style. Key to appreciation and engagement is the match between the personal visiting style and the interaction that better affords that style. Our findings offer museum professionals, exhibition designers and interaction designers evidence that multiple options are possible and how they affect visitors. Finally, we provide researchers working on tangible interaction in museums with some important elements that can help explain why some people do not engage with the design as expected, e.g. not all visiting style appreciate the form of “forced” engagement proposed by tangibles.
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